
Want to know a restaurant's dinner specials or what the chef ate for breakfast? Just ask—but
make it 140 characters or less.

Diners are getting access to the chaos of a busy restaurant kitchen before, during and after their
meal thanks to Twitter's real-time text and photo messages. Chefs are becoming as adept at
tweeting as they are at chopping—and changing the way restaurants talk to their customers.
Many chefs tweet before dinnertime about what they are planning to cook that night, in some
cases with photos, letting fans make informed decisions about where to eat.

Foodies, meanwhile, are also avid Twitter users, snapping pictures with their smartphones and
tweeting real-time reviews in between bites. For some diners, Twitter is a megaphone for
complaining and sharing negative dining experiences.

Chris Cosentino, chef at Incanto in San Francisco, specializes in organ meats. He counts more
than 100,000 like-minded followers, and sometimes runs photos of ingredients ("The most
beautiful green tripe!") or Twitter-only specials ("2 orders Tonight only!! ½ pound porcini,
Douglas fir & foie gras entrée $40 must ask, show twitter post!).

Recently, Mr. Cosentino gave one of his regular customers, Donovan Unks, a biotech researcher,
a heads-up about a special, Iberico de Bellota Lomo Crudo, which is raw pork, sliced thin. The
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@Foodies: Peek Into My Kitchen
Chefs Take Tweeting to the Next Level, Talk Shop, Field Complaints and Make Diners Feel Like Insiders

Chef Chris Cosentino, center, shows Paul Amoroso, left, and Daniel Alvarez a Twitter posting at Incanto. LORI EANES FOR THE
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chef tweeted him a direct message, (which only
the recipient can see), and Mr. Unks pounced,
reserving a table that night. "I've never eaten raw
pork before," Mr. Unks says. "This interaction is
part of the draw."

Mr. Unks says tweeting with the chef makes for a
better dining experience. Sometimes, he simply
wants to get a glimpse of who's running the
kitchen. "I just tell them I'm coming and hope to
see them and talk to them," Mr. Unks says.

Tweeting diners can sometimes annoy chefs who
worry that flashing smartphones will upstage

their food. "Sometimes my response is, 'Put down your phone and eat dinner,' " Mr. Cosentino
says.

And sharing your day with thousands of people can be a little awkward. Mr. Cosentino says he
has turned off notifications of his growing number of Twitter fans. "It's weird that there are so
many people who care what I have to say," he says. "I find that uncomfortable sometimes."

Celebrity chefs like Gordon Ramsay of Restaurant Gordon Ramsay in London and Bobby Flay of
New York's Mesa Grill have Twitter followers of nearly half a million. Other chefs tweet for an
inner circle of local fans, or friends of friends.

Jesse Mallgren, a chef at Madrona Manor, a Michelin-starred restaurant in Sonoma, Calif.,
recently tweeted, "I just placed an order for white truffles. It has been a good year for truffles so
far I hope it continues."

Feeling a part of that inner circle is one reason to follow a chef on Twitter. Some foodies simply
search for a restaurant or a chef by name to get the latest news and specials before reserving a
table.

Chefs don't respond to every Tweet, and some foodies are only looking to be a fly-on-the-wall,
reading others' quick exchanges with the chef. Either way, Twitter seems to create a sense of
personal loyalty between a chef and customers.

It used to be impossible to reach a chef. "Email never made it to them, because no one was ever
at a desk," says Mitchell Davis, vice president of the James Beard Foundation, in New York.
"The idea that you can Tweet something and [Momofuku chef] David Chang responds
immediately is a thrill," Mr. Davis says. "Just by responding to one person, other people feel like
you're paying attention."

"It's a power tool. Before you had to [spend] a quarter-million dollars in ads to do this," says
Fabio Viviani, chef at Café Firenze and Firenze Osteria in Los Angeles, who has more than
35,000 followers. Twitter is "time-consuming, but it's not expensive," he says. He updates his
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feed sometimes 10 times a day with things like his marinara-sauce recipe or thoughts on New
Orleans ("the least annoying French place on Earth"). "Sometimes I say things that some
people don't like," he adds.

Diners can be disappointed when they visit his restaurant and he isn't there. If they tweet about
it, Mr. Viviani says, he replies with a tweet or an email saying, "Next time let me know when
you're coming and I'll try to be in town."

Some chefs think anonymity on Twitter makes followers more likely to complain. "Anyone can
wage a complaint immediately, and the power of it is the threat that hundreds of people might
know about it," says Mr. Davis. "That's the equalizer."

Earlier this month, Jacob Lief, who runs a nonprofit in New York, tweeted about a bad
restaurant meal. "The manager stormed out [of the restaurant], the waitresses were scared to
go back to the kitchen and there was a giant hair over the butter—it was like a 'Saturday Night
Live' skit," Mr. Lief says about his dinner at East End Kitchen, a restaurant that opened last
summer on Manhattan's East Side. (The restaurant says that Tweet isn't representative of its
quality and it has been rated well by Zagat Survey and OpenTable diners. It doesn't yet actively
monitor a Twitter account. Mr. Lief didn't get a response from the restaurant—but he did
manage to tell his 635 Twitter followers about it.

Paul Kahan, chef at Blackbird and three other Chicago restaurants, tweets things like, "Eatin a
sardine on the stoop at the publican. Nice snack on a nice summer eve."

Last year, Mr. Kahan got tired of Twitter and Facebook and took two months off from them. Of
course, he announced this on Twitter—and gave his phone number and email address so
customers could reach him. "Not a single person called me or emailed me," he says. Now, he is
back on Twitter. It is a good way to fill-up with last-minute reservations, he says. He tweets
offers of special restaurant events to almost 10,000 followers.

Write to Alina Dizik at alina.dizik@dowjones.com
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